1. INTRODUCTION Computations with Toeplitz, Toeplitzlike, and other well-structured dense matrices have numerous applications in the sciences and engineering (see Bunch (1985) and Kailath (1987) for surveys and further references), and they have received much attention from researchers. In particular, O(n log2 n) arithmetic operations suffice in order to solve a linear system with an n X n Toeplitz matrix A = [a;j] (where aij = ai-j, i, j = 0, 1, . . . ) n -1) by means of the various algorithms of Brent et al. (1980) , Bitmead and Anderson (1980) , Musicus (1981 ), deHoog (1987 , Ammar and Gragg (1988) , and Chun and Kailath (1991) . Moreover, the algorithms compute the first and the last columns of the inverse matrix A-', and then any column can be immediately computed by means of at most nine fast Fourier transforms (hereafter referred to as FFTs). All these algorithms only allow parallel acceleration by factors ranging from log it to log'n, but even such an acceleration is considered to be of a great practical value (see Kailath, 1987, p. 74) .
Some other known algorithms solve Toeplitz linear systems in time polylogarithmic in n but only at the expense of using very many processors, so that the total work of such algorithms (represented by the product of their time and processor bounds) exceeds n2 (compare Csanky, 1976; Borodin et al., 1982) . Thus we arrived at the question: Can a Toeplitz linear system of 12 equations be solved in polylogarithmic time using, say, IZ processors? The positive answer to this question was well known for some specific subclasses of Toeplitz systems, such as triangular Toeplitz and circulant linear systems, and more recently, has been extended to well-conditioned symmetric Toeplitz systems, but remained a challenge for general Toeplitz linear systems.
This paper presents a weakly numerically stable (according to the definition of Bunch (1987) ) parallel algorithm for the numerical solution of well-conditioned Toeplitz linear systems (based on a novel approach) that supports the desired parallel polylogarithmic time bound and preserves a near optimum (within a polylog factor) total work bound.
Our algorithm relies on Newton's iteration and inherits its self-correcting property (although in principle, this approach may be similarly combined with any other iterative scheme for matrix inversion, rather than with Newton's). Given a well-conditioned n x n Toeplitz matrix A such that log K = O(log n), K = llA1j211A-111 2, we numerically compute the first and the last columns of the inverse A-' of A (with error norm less than ~~A-'~~,/2N, N = nc for any fixed constant c), and we use @log3 n) parallel arithmetic steps and O(n log n log log n) processors. We also extend our algorithm and the latter complexity estimates to the solution of any wellconditioned Toeplitzlike linear system, that is, of the system whose coefficient matrix has displacement rank bounded by a constant. To be certain, we assume the customary PRAM model of parallel computations (see, for instance, Karp and Ramachandran, 1990; Borodin et al. 1982) , where in each step each processor performs at most one arithmetic operation, but our results hold over any parallel computer model that supports (within a constant factor) the bounds of Table I on parallel time and on the number of processors for the elementary computations listed there. (Our entire algorithm is immediately reduced to these computations; note the simplicity of data movement between the processors in the case of these computations, which means low cost of processor communication and synchronization.)
Our techniques may be of independent interest; they include Newton's iteration for matrix inversion performed in a novel way that preserves the structure of the input matrix; a homotopic method of computing a good 1. FFT at n points (n is a power of 2) 2. Summation of n numbers 3. Inner product 4. n X n matrix times a vector 5. Product of n x n matrices 6. n x n Toeplitz matrix by a vector (n is a power of 2) 3(1 + log, n) 2n (Pease, 1968) mx* nl [n/log* nl (Quinn, 1987) 2[log, nl + 1
Reduce to summation 2[log* nl + 1 n[nllog, n] n inner products 2[log, nl + 1 n2[nllog2 nl n* inner products 1 + 9(2 + log, n) 4n Reduce to 3 FFTs at 2n points, (Aho et al., 1976) initial approximation for Newton's iteration; and a technique of approximation to a matrix by a Toeplitzlike matrix. We use the notation (t, p) for the pairs of the upper bounds on parallel time and the number of processors; for instance, for the parallel cost of FFT, such a pair is given by (3(1 + log2 n), 2n). The expressions in this form for the parallel computational cost of our inversion algorithm are quite complicated, and we usually simplify them in two ways: either by deleting the smaller order terms and writing -(t, p) [say, -(3 logz n, 2n) for FFT] or by using asymptotic estimates and writing O,&, p) to denote that we have the upper bounds O(st) on the parallel arithmetic time (that is, on the number of parallel arithmetic steps) and, simultaneously, O(pls) on the number of processors for any s, 1 I s I p. This includes Brent's (1974) shvdown principle of parallel computing, according to which it suffices to slow down the computations by O(s) times in order to perform them with by s times fewer processors.
We organize the paper as follows: In the next two sections, we recall some customary definitions and simple facts of the theory of matrix computations (in Section 2) and of displacement representation of a matrix (Section 3). In Section 4, we recall Newton's iteration for matrix inversion and consider it in the case of the inversion of Toeplitzlike matrices, assuming that we have a good initial approximation.
In Section 5, we show how to compute such a good initial approximation for any wellconditioned matrix. In Section 6, we modify Newton's iteration in order to preserve a Toeplitzlike structure of the auxiliary matrices. Finally, in Section 7, we estimate the computational cost of the resulting Newton's modified algorithm for the solution of Toeplitzlike linear systems.
SOME DEFINITIONS AND AUXILIARY FACTS
We start by recalling some customary definitions and simple facts of the theory of matrix computations (Golub and van Loan, 1989; Parlett, 1980; Wilkinson, 1965) . R,,q denotes the linear space of p x 4 real matrices, which are vectors if q = 1 orp = 1. O,,, denotes the m x n null matrix, I,, the n x IZ identity matrix; we write I and 0 unless the matrix size is not clear from the context. diag (a, , . . . , uk) The singular value decomposition (SVD) of an n x n matrix W of rank r 5 n can be defined as follows: W = U 2 VT, U E R,,r, V E R,,r, UTU = VTV = Z,, cw Ix = dir&u,, . . . , a,), q 1 CT2 2 * * * 2 ur > 0.
(2.9)
The matrix W uniquely determines the matrix x of the relations (2. Our results stated for real matrices also hold for complex ones, with complex Hermitian matrices playing the role of real symmetric ones.
Hereafter, log and In stand for the binary and exponentially based logarithms, respectively, unless the base of log is specified.
DISPLACEMENTREPRESENTATIONSOFAMATRIX
In this section, we recall the definitions and some fundamental properties of the displacement representation of matrices. Such a representation characterizes Toeplitz structure of matrices. Informally, the matrix is more Toeplitzlike if its displacement rank is smaller. 
where J and Z are the matrices of Dejnition 3.1, uTJ is the last row of L(g)LT(h), Jv is the lust column of L(g)LT(h), sT is thefirst row of LT(g)L(h), and t is the first column of LT(g)L(h). 
generators of length d, for an n x n matrix A and of length d2 for an n x n matrix B, then ZZT-(or ZTZ)-displacement generators of length at most dl + d2 + 1 for the matrices ATA and AB can be computed for the parallel cost (3 log(4nd,dl), 4ndld2).
Proof.
Indeed, it is easily verified that F+(AB) = F+(A)B + AF+(B) -F+(A)F+(B) -(ZAe,)(e;fBZ)
where ei denotes the ith unit coordinate vector, and (3.1) defines F+(S) for S = A, S = B, and S = AB. We seek the matrix F,(AB) in the format (3.1); we also use this format for the representation of the matrices F+(A) and F+(B) and of their products with each other and with the matrices A and B, and we use the format (3.3) for the matrices A and B. Apart from the multiplication of the two matrices F+(A) and F+(B), the computation is essentially reduced to multiplications of dl vectors by B and of A by d2 vectors, which are in turn reduced to a pair of dld2 concurrent multiplications of n x n triangular Toeplitz matrices by vectors and to the summation of the resulting vectors. Application of the auxiliary estimates of Table I (Kailath et al., 1979) . Let A be a nonsingular matrix.
Remark 3.2. The approach of this section can be extended to measure non-Toeplitz structure of matrices as well, in which case the operators A -ZAZT and B -ZTBZ in the representations (3.1) and (3.2) should be replaced by other matrix operators such as FA -AF or A -FAFT for appropriate matrices F (see Kailath et al., 1978; Gohberg et al., 1986; Chun and Kailath, 1991; Pan, 1990) .
NEWTON'S ITERATION FORTHE INVERSION OF TOEPLITZLIKE MATRICES
We base our parallel solution of a Toeplitzlike linear system on Newton's iteration for matrix inversion, . . .
In the next section, we reduce the inversion of any matrix A to the inversion of matrices W for which q(0) is noticeably less than 1, so that Proposition 4.1 implies rapid convergence to W-l in terms of the overall number of steps (4.1) involved. The overall computational cost of this process, however, also depends on the computational cost of each step (4.1). We assume hereafter that the matrices Wand X0 are given with their ZZr-displacement generators of lengths d and d (O) , respectively, and moreover, that d is bounded by a constant as n + ~0, Step k of (4.1) is essentially reduced to multiplication of & by W and of 21 -X,W by Xk for the computational cost
-(3 log(16dn2d(k)3), 4nd(k)*) = OA(k + log n, n4&). (4.4) (This follows from Proposition 3.2.) Now, we may estimate the cost of approximating W-' by using Newton's iteration. These steps can be performed for the overall computational cost (t, , p,) where t, = 6k,(3k, + log(lti(2d + 5)3n2)), (4.6) Pe = @a+' n(2d + 5)*/t, = 4n(2d + S)*(log E/ log q(O))*/t,.
Combining (4.3), (4.4), and Proposition 4.1 gives us the estimates of Theorem 4.1, except that we need to refine the processor bound by applying Brent's slowdown principle of parallel computing. Indeed, applying (4.4) for k = 1, 2, . . . , k, , we obtain the cost bounds (t,*, p:), t: = t,/2, p.* = p(k,) where t, is defined by (4.6), k, by (4.5), and p(k) by (4.4). Slowing down by the factor of t,/2k the (k8 -k)th step (4. l), for k = 1,2,. . . , k, , we decrease by the same factor the processor bound of this step and thus arrive at (4.6) and (4.7). w In the next sections, we reduce approximating A-' (for a given Toeplitzlike matrix A) to a sequence of Newton's iterations (4.1) applied to some auxiliary matrices W (with b appropriately bounded from above) so as to ensure (4.8) for each such application of (4.1). . . , and similarly, the bounds (7.1) of Section 6 can be improved to d+(lfk) I 2, d(k + 1) I 9 in such a case.
NUMERICAL INVERSION OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX
In this section, we start with a positive tolerance value E and with a general symmetric positive definite n x n matrix A and compute a desired approximation A-' to A-' such that We compute this approximation A-' by applying our method of the homotopic variation of the matrix diagonal, that is, we recursively apply Newton's iteration to invert the matrices Aj = A + pjaZ forj = 0, 1, . . . where a and p are positive scalars, a is large (so that it is easy to invert the matrix A& p is small enough (so that A;' is a good initial approximation to A-' already for a moderately large m) but is not too small (so that h!i is a good initial approximation to A,:' for each j).
Let us specify this algorithm and estimate its computational cost. We apply the definitions of Section 2, as well as the following definitions: and by the first inequality of (5.2). To prove Proposition 5. Ic, observe that llAjA;-1 -II/z = IIAjAy!l -1112 + llA,iAy!1 -Aj='J12, combine this bound with Proposition 5.la and with the relations ]]A;.1 -Awl& I IJA~=~MA~-I~~~ -Zl(2, llAjll2 = II42 + P+1, and IIAYJIIIz 5 min{l/+-l, IIA-'/2}, and deduce that IIAjAj-1 -ZJJZ I (1 -p) + 6( p + ~2) I 4, by using the relations (5.6) and then (5.2). Actually, we deduce Proposition 5. Ic and the bound (5.6) together, by induction onj. Then we similarly deduce Proposition 5. Id. n COROLLARY 5.1. A matrix A-' satisfying (5.1) for E 2 6 = p(1 -p)l (2(p + K*)) can be computed by using m + 1 -lO&K2)/lOg( 1 /p) stages of Algorithm 5.1, each stage involving k -log(log K2/log(l/(l -p))) Newton's steps. [log(log e/log S)l additional Newton's steps at Stage m + 1 suffice if E < 6.
Remark 5.1. It is, of course, desirable to choose smaller natural values k and m satisfying (5.2), and thus we need a sharper upper bound on ~2. We may recall that
for W = Aj and for all j and k, and set l/6 = 2(p + ~;)/p(l -p). K: is generally a coarse upper bound on ~2, and we may try a heuristic improvement of the latter formula just by testing the inequalities (c) and (d) of Proposition 5.1 for smaller values k and m.
Remark 5.2. Algorithm 5.1 can be applied to the inversion of any n x n nonsingular symmetric matrix A = [au] if we simply replace the value a in the equations (5.5) by a = nV'? maxJa$q and to the inversion of any diagonally dominant matrix A if we replace the equations (5.5) by setting a = (1 -q)/q, A:\ = Z/(1 + a) and if we replace the 2-norms by the p-norms of matrices throughout for p = 1 or p = 00. In both cases, Proposition 5.1 and all the results of this section can be easily extended. Furthermore, Algorithm 5.1 can be extended by means of symmetrization in order to invert any nonsingular matrix A (not necessarily s.p.d.), for we may invert the s.p.d. matrix ATA and then compute A-' = (ATA)-'AT. The resulting asymptotic upper bounds on the complexity of parallel inversion of general well-conditioned matrices A repeat the estimates of Pan and Reif (1985) , but we next improve these estimates in the case where A is a Toeplitz or Toeplitzlike matrix. 
MODIFIED NEWTON'S ITERATION FORTHE NUMERICAL INVERSION OF TOEPLITZLIKE MATRICES
When we apply Algorithm 5.1 to the inversion of a Toeplitz or Toeplitzlike matrix A, the displacement rank of the computed approximations A,:' to A,:' and, therefore, the computational cost of step k of Newton's iteration (4.1), grow as k grows. This means a high computational cost of Newton's iteration (4.1) unless it converges already for smaller k, say, for k of the order of log log n. Generally, such a fast convergence of Newton's iteration (4.1) cannot be guaranteed. To solve the problem, we periodically replace Newton's iterates Xk by their approximations having small displacement ranks. We essentially exploit the observation that for larger k, the matrix Xk can be closely approximated by a matrix having a small displacement rank, namely, by AJr'.
To specify these steps, we again apply Newton's iteration (4.1) to a Toeplitzlike matrix W (in the context of Algorithm 5.1, W = Aj at stagej I m and W = A at stage m + 1). Now, however, we modify this iteration: having performed its step k = k(0) [for k(0) to be specified below by (7.6) and (7.7)], we then shift to the modified iteration, xk+, = z/421 -w&J, k=k (O) ,k(O)+ 1,. . . , (6.1) where the matrix Xk is an approximation to the matrix Xk obtained with its small length displacement generator by means of the following algorithm applied to the matrix B = Xk:
Algorithm 6.1.
Input. An n x n matrix B with its ZZT (or its ZTZ)-displacement generator (G, H) of length r and a natural d 5 r.
Output. A ZZT (or a ZTZ) -displacement generator (Gd, Z&) of length d for the n x n matrix Bd, where Bd -ZBdZT = GdH$ (or Bd -ZTBdZ = G&I:, respectively), that minimizes the norm ](GHT -G&I&.
Computations. Compute SVD (2.8), (2.9) of the matrix W = GHT and define the matrices Cd and Hd by (2.10) and (2.11).
Clearly, the output displacement generator satisfies the desired minimization property, due to (2.12), and in the Appendix, we also prove (by using Proposition 3.1) the following bound (being of independent interest too): PROPOSITION 6.1. Let B and Bd be defined in Algorithm 6.1. Let C be any n X n matrix having ZZT (or ZTZ) -displacement rank at most d, and let p = (/B -Cl/s. Then l[Bd -Cl)2 % (1 + 2n(r -d)) p.
Remark 6.1. Bd = B if p = 0, so that we have an algorithm that computes a ZZT -displacement generator of length d+(A) and a ZTZ-displacement generator of length d-(A) for a matrix A given with its longer displacement generators.
To decrease the computational cost of performing Algorithm 6.1, we modify it by first computing a (recursive) QR-factorization of the n x r matrices G and H (see Golub and van Loan, 1989, pp. 211-213) . Then it remains to compute the product R(G)RT(H) of the triangular factors R(G) of G and R(H) of H, and the SVD of this product defines the SVD of W = GHT.
In the applications in this paper, r = @log n) [see (7. l), (7.7), and (7.10) below], so that we may ignore the smaller cost of computing the SVD of R(G) RT(H) (this cost can be estimated by combining the results of Pan (1987) and Bini and Pan (1991) ) and deduce the bound (i, p) -(6r log n, nrllog n) (6.2) on the computational cost of performing Algorithm 6.1 after the above modification (the parallel time bound of (6.2) can be decreased for larger r by using the results of Pan (1987) ).
COMPUTATIONAL COST OF THE MODIFIED NEWTON'S ITERATION
In this section we estimate the computational cost of approximating to A-' by means of the iteration (4. l), (6.1) and assuming that (4.2) holds for the matrix W = A, so that A is a well-conditioned matrix, log K2 5 log K: = 0(10&J n) (7.1) (compare Remark 5.1). We start by estimating the complexity of approximating W-' given two well-conditioned matrices Wand X0 satisfying (4.2) and (4.8). Applying the modified iteration (6. l), Algorithm 6.1, and Proposition 3.2, we bound the displacement ranks of Xk and Xk+i as follows:
(also compare Remark 4.1).
The bounds (4.3) and (7.1) suggest that we decrease the cost of our computations if we shift to the iteration (6.1) as soon as we can, by choosing smaller k(0). The transition from Y = Xk to Y = Xk, however, generally increases the residual norm 11 WY -Z]lz, and this may hurt the rapid convergence to W-l, unless k is large enough, such that the residual norms q(k) = II Wxk -412, Nd = II W% -IlIz (7.3) are small enough. Below, we specify k(0) such that for all k L k(0) we may safely apply the step (6.1), without endangering the fast convergence to W-1.
Proposition 4.1 implies that q(k + 1) 5 (d(k))*, and it suffices to ensure that Q(k) be sufficiently small, so that (7.4) for q(k) and d(k) defined by (7.2) and for a fixed positive constant (Y. Then q(k) monotone decreases to 0 with the convergence order of at least 1 + Q! as k + ~0; furthermore, a(k) increases to 1 as k + CQ, so that the rate of the convergence of q(k) to 0 ultimately becomes quadratic. Now, we shall find a smaller k for which (7.4) holds, and shall let it be denoted k(0). To find such a value k, we just need to estimate the values q(k), and we do this by fixing some positive q(0) < & and by recursively applying Proposition 4.1. (As an alternate heuristic approach to estimating q(k), we may estimate the sum of the singular values of the matrices R, -ZR,ZT, where R, = WX, -I, s = k, k + 1, for the selected candidate values k.)
Next, we estimate such a desired k = k (O) , which also furnishes us with an upper bound on the overall computational cost of approximating W-' with a fixed error bound. The value k(0) and the latter cost estimate are defined in terms of an upper bound on the value log K, where K is the spectral condition number of the matrix W, that is, K = K*(W), and we assume that log K = O(log n) [see (7.1)].
We observe that IlXk -We'll2 zs llW-1112q(k), and Proposition 6.1 [applied to B = Xk, C = W-l, Bd = Xk with r = d(k) and with d replaced by d + 2 5 d+(W-I)] implies that II& -W-'j12 4 IIW-'l12q(k)(l + 2n(d(k) -d -2)). We combine this bound with the relations 4(k) = IlW& -412 5 IIwll2ll& -w-'II*, substitute K = 1)W11211W-1112, and obtain that cj(k) s Kq(k)(l + 2n(d(k) -d -2)). It follows from this bound and from the equations (6.1) that
Therefore, the bound (7.4) holds if
Thus, we just need to satisfy the inequality (7.5) for k = k(0) in order to satisfy the bound (7.4) for all k (provided that cy is fixed between 0 and 1). The inequality (4.3) implies that d(k) -d -2 = (2k -1)(2d + 5) for k = O,l,.
. .) k (O) , and Proposition 4.1 implies that qWN 5 MWKco) for K(0) = 2kco).
Substitute these estimates for q(k) and d(k) into the inequality (7.5) fork = k(O), take logarithms on both sides, and obtain that it suffices if k(0) satisfies the following inequality:
(1 -a)2h") z 2h log((1 + 2r~2~")+'(2d + 5))K) (7.6) for h of (4.8) and for a fixed constant (Y between 0 and 1 (to be specific, we let (Y = t). We choose a value k(0) satisfying the latter inequality but otherwise as small as possible, so that
and we may bound k(0) and d(k(0)) by applying our upper estimates for log log(nrc) and log(ndrc) (obtained, for instance, by applying the relations (5.7) with ~2. replaced by K). In particular, (7.7) implies that d(k(0)) -4.5 log(nrc) for d = 2, and that under (4.2) and (7.1), k(0) = @log log n), d(k(0)) = @log n). We also explicitly estimate the number k,* of steps (6.1) sufficient in order to ensure that II& -Wm1j12 I ~jlW-*jl~ for k = k(0) + k: (7.8) and for a fixed positive E (tolerance to the output errors). Let y = c/(1 + 2n(2d + 5)), apply the inequality (7.4) with (Y = i, and deduce that a total of less than k: = max (0, Ilogt.2(log(lly)llog(1/ q@(O))))]} steps (6.1) suffice in order to ensure that To estimate Ilq(k(O)), apply the inequality (7.5) fork = k(0) and (Y = 4, that is,
this completes estimating Given an s.p.d. matrix A with its displacement generator of length d, we apply Algorithm 5.1, but replace the iteration (4.1) by the modified Newton iteration (4. l), (6.1) (with E replaced by a value 6 satisfying the bound (5.2) at each stage j of Algorithm 5.1 for j = 0, 1, . . . , m and with E denoting the tolerance to the output error at stage m + 1 of Algorithm 5. l), so that the value q(O) is identified with the value q of Section 5, and the value h of the equation (4.8) is proportional to the value 1 /p of Section 5. Equations (5.2) and (7.1) imply that @log n) applications of the modified Newton iteration will suffice. COROLLARY 7.2. Let a well-conditioned n x n matrix A be given with its displacement generator of length d. Let E = 2F be a positive constant, log b = O(log n) as n + CQ. Then an approximation to A-' by a matrix A-' satisfying the inequality (5.1) can be computed for the cost OA(10g3 n, n log n log log n).
Remark 7.1. The reader may specify the constants hidden in the "O,.," notation of Corollary 7.1, by using the estimates of Proposition 7.1; moreover, we believe that these estimates and constants can be further improved, in particular, by means of improving Algorithm 6.1 [compare also the tentative heuristic refinement indicated in Remark 5.1 and in the comments following (7.4)].
Remark 7.2. Our approach can be applied by computing the pseudoinverse (the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse) A+ = (ATA)-IAT of a full rank Toeplitz or Toeplitzlike matrix A either by means of the inversion of the matrix ATA or, more directly, by using Newton's iteration (4.1), (6.1), which converges to A+ if it converges at all. This also gives the least-squares solution of linear systems Ax = b for Toeplitz or Toeplitzlike matrices A. For a Toeplitz matrix A having full column rank, a displacement generator of length 4 for A+ is shown in Kailath and Chun (1989) . Apply the well-known estimate (see Golub and van Loan, 1989, p. 428) and deduce that 
